Phonetic applications of the time-corrected instantaneous frequency spectrogram.
A reassigned or time-corrected instantaneous frequency spectrogram has been developed in the work of a number of practitioners. Here we present a general description of this imaging technique and explore its manifold applications to acoustic phonetics. The TCIF spectrogram shows the locations of signal components with unrivalled precision, eliminating the blurring and smearing of components that hamper the readability of the conventional spectrogram. Formants of vowels and other resonants are shown with great accuracy by observing glottal pulsations at very short time scales with a wideband analysis. A further post-processing technique is also described, by which signal components such as formants, as well as impulsive events, can be effectively isolated to the exclusion of other signal information. When the phonation process is examined this closely, a variety of evidence surfaces which supports recent developments in the theory and computational simulation of aeroacoustic phenomena in speech. Narrowband analysis is also demonstrated to permit pitch tracking with relative ease.